


• Parameters:
LED COB Bulbs Amount: 1 pc 
AC Power:100V-240V 
Color Temperature:5600K 

• Components:
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Total Power:120W 
DC Voltage:DC 24V 
CRI: Ra:95
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0 Barn doors:For better adjustment of light direction. 
@ Explosion-proof mesh: For protecting the Lens. 
@ U-bracket:To fix the light and adjust light direction. 
8 Bracket fixing connector:To fix the lighting on the light stand.
G, Fixing screw: For adjusting and fixing the lighting direction.
(D Power input socket: For input of AC/DC power.
fj Dimmer knob: For adjusting brightness steplessly, user could adjust brightness as their 

request under different shooting environment. 
@ Focusing knob: When rotate clockwise, the lighting becomes more and more floodlight, 

and the biggest angle is 70 ° ;when rotate anticlockwise, the lighting becomes more and 
more spotlight, and the smallest angle is 10 ° 
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@ Power Switch: To switch on or off.
@ U bracket Handle: For hold by hand while moving the lighting 
0. Eye Screw: For fixing the cord of the power adapter, prevent the dropping adapter from 

pulling apart and damaging the power socket. 
@ Safety rope: Fastening the safety rope, to avoid falling by accident while using . 

• Product Accessories:

@ Power cable '1) Fixing bracket for 
the power adapter 

@ Power adapter 

@ Power cable: For connecting the power adapter to supply power.
'1) Fixing bracket for the power adapter: For fixing the power adapter on the tripod.
@ Power adapter: For powering with the 1 00V-240V AC power. 

• F-f fi·1:111 A ..._ Please use 1t under the temperature below 35°C/ 95°F. 

1.Mount the lighting on a light stand(or rotate the U-bracket for 180°, then mount on
the ceiling) and use the bracket to fix the power adapter on the tripod ,with a 
suitable direction, then unfold the barndoor ,make sure the power is off ,connect
with the DC power and turn on the light, then you can start to use it.
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